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Leading the way in

online education
Just2easy create easy to use,
powerful, online software for
education.
No software to install, programs that are always up
to date, delivering online power to the classroom or
at home, all in an e-safe environment.

Working with:

Just2easy is a company with vast
technical knowledge and
experience.
Our software designers have been creating educational
software since 1994. They are responsible for some of the
UK's most popular educational software, winning 3 BETT
awards. We produce flexible software tools that allow children
to be truly creative whilst they learn.
Our software is designed to enable teachers to focus on teaching
and learning working independently or within your learning
platform. All of our software is shibboleth enabled and integrates
easily.
All Just2easy products make anytime, anywhere learning a reality.
FREE home access is given as part of a school licence, giving
teachers the ability to set homework for children online.
The team at Just2easy are friendly and knowledgeable. We pride
ourselves on the excellent relationships we have with our schools.
It is great to hear from teachers using our products in the
classroom. Our designers often incorporate teachers' ideas to
improve our software and we greatly value this input.

Call: 01335 370 579
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Having invested in both the JIT tools for
Foundation and KS1 and J2e for KS 2, 3 and 4
we know we have a comprehensive selection of
innovative online tools that can be used in a wide
variety of contexts to suit many different aspects
of the curriculum.
Bob Usher
Content Manager,
London Grid for Learning.
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Designed

for education
J2e.com is an online creativity tool
designed by teachers.
It brings the power of Web 2 into the
classroom. Children can create, share and
learn in an esafe environment.

Easy to use

Children use J2e intuitively, just like a sheet of paper. The ease of use encourages their
natural creativity. The user interface is the result of many years experience of what
really works in an educational document processor.

Versatile

Combine text, graphics, animations, sounds, videos and embedded objects on a
single web page. J2e is an online, fun, creative environment. No software to install,
use any browser, anytime, anywhere.

Assessment

Enables self and peer review and is an ideal assessment tool.

Teacher Markup

Teacher mark up allows teachers to add pins or stickers such as stars and smiley faces
to a piece of work. They contain text and hyperlinks which pop up in a bubble.
Teachers and pupils can easily find work that has had a sticker or pin applied.

Safe

Esafety is at the centre of J2e. J2e employs some of the latest Web 2.0 technology, in
an educationally relevant, esafe environment. Teachers can choose to moderate pupils’
work before it is published.

Forms

Use J2e forms to gather data, comments or other information from different groups.
Display, share, or save the data to a file. This maps directly to curriculum requirements
for data collection, display, storage and analyses. A whole class can enter data into a
form at the same time. Parents can also be asked for their feedback in a form.
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J2e5 – Upgrade to the html5 version of our popular
editor. Now iPad enabled.
This new, cutting edge technology, enables teachers and children to use J2e5 on the
go with mobile devices as well as on a conventional computer. J2e5 lets you edit and
sequence multiple web pages directly creating amazing ebooks and learning pages.
Mix your usual desktop publishing tools with text2speech, charts, surveys, web2 tools
and much more to create inspiring learning pages and project resources.

Sharing

Share and collaborate on a document in real time. See changes made by another
user instantly. Every document has a web address (url) which can be private,
password protected or public.

Modern Foreign Languages
Supports MFL at all ages.

Paint

J2e colouring pencils provide many of the requirements of a paint package but with all
of the advantages of being within J2e. Choose from a wide set of pencil widths, and
colours and use transparency to create colourful pictures. As with all J2e files, share,
collaborate and publish on the web.

Text to speech

Speak any text you type in a natural sounding voice.

Powerful

J2e can be used for sophisticated documents and is as appropriate for an adult as it is
for a 4 year old, thus spanning the educational spectrum.

Revisions

J2e always stores each revision of a document. See how a document changed over time,
and who contributed what to the finished work.

Cross-curricular

J2e can be used throughout the curriculum for document creation, data collection,
communication, sharing and collaboration. Features such as the word bank aids
literacy whilst the flexibility of the tool allows the creation of stimulating and fun
activities in maths, science and other subjects.

Record sound

Record sound directly onto the page.

Software made

for learning
just2easy brochure 2013.indd 5
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Just launch to create...share...learn
Award winning creative
platform
J2webby is a creative platform that encourages pupils to be at the
heart of the learning experience. It’s easy to use with minimal training,
any member of staff can add or make changes to the site’s content
with our one click publishing. It’s web-based, therefore changes can
be made from anywhere with an Internet connection and can be
immediately used and accessed by your school community.
Using the J2e creative toolkit users can create and publish in one easy
click. Pupil created resources no longer reside on the school computers
instead they are quickly and safely shared and celebrated giving pupils'
ownership and purpose.

Scaffolding learning
J2webby becomes a versatile digital space enabling digital resources to
be created that scaffold pupils' learning, safely embedding subscription
and non-subscription services directly onto the page. Using J2store means
classroom files can be shared at home and presented within an
interactive space with easy to create forms, web2.0 widgets and google
apps.

Stretch your pupil’s potential
J2Webby offers exceptional value and empowers schools to create and
develop a cloud based presence that reflects their individuality, building a
community of users that harness and develop their school’s unique digital
space.
• Teachers, parents and pupils can add comments to work in J2Webby.
• A simple moderation system ensures that nothing is published until a
teacher has reviewed and accepted it.
• Manage users on your account, add, delete and change users using
CSV files or manually. (Users connected via a grid will have this
managed for them.)

J2webby is the perfect vehicle for the J2efamily of tools. It is
transforming our website, bringing together all we need in one
place: the excellent J2e tools, a clearly structured, easy to manage
website, school and class blogs, the ability to share information and
showcase children’s work. It is easy to share children’s work and open
opportunities for celebrating it as well as allowing children to
comment on each other’s work. We are very excited about
J2webby and developing its use further.’
Ben Williams, ICT Coordinator, St. Marks CE Junior School
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A Content Management
system for schools.
J2Launch allows you to manage and distribute any digital resource
including web applications, content and resources created in the J2e
creative toolsuite. Developed by the Award winning team at Just2easy it is
both simple and powerful..
The user can create new documents and manage media quickly by creating a
Wiki, form, adding sound, pictures and files from the online J2store via a quick
wizard. Moderation and shared files are visible directly through the innovative
'launch pad' interface and Administrators have additional functionality to
monitor and develop use of J2launch and the associated J2Creative Toolsuite.

Taking schools further...
Using the Launch Library the user can create a launch button for any web application or site from the list of existing buttons or
by creating a new one. This one click process is easy and creates an image for the site and places it on the user's Launchpad.
Alternatively, an Administrator might want to distribute email buttons to all staff that links to the school email system or share a
variety of media to defined groups and classes.
J2Launch enables schools to manage the web easily, integrating any other digital resources to develop a cloud based
curriculum simply. Anytime, Anywhere…

Premium features at a
standard price

The Premium Blogging Platform
A powerful multi-site, multi user blogging platform. Just2easy.com are excited
to release the premium blogging platform for schools; J2bloggy, the easy way
to blog. J2bloggy comes packed with features including ample storage,
themes, plugins and the all important back up. We have also included a lite
version of our BETT award nominated J2e5 editor just to give your sites that
little bit of extra innovation, ease of use and power.
•
•
•
•
•

Create a platform to develop pupil voice
Promote standards of literacy and encourage peer review
Writing with a purpose with a real audience for all aspects of the curriculum
Encourage pupils to safely develop an understanding of digital literacy.
To encourage safe participation with a wider community and to harness
collaboration for your school.
• Create an informative, visual and elegant school website quickly
• Keep Governors up-to-date with their own site detailing projects and
sharing documents.

Unlimited student blogs
24/7 priority email support
Back up and expert hosting
Personalised Webinars
Spam plugins automatically
catch any unwanted
comments
Ability to password protect
posts and/or pages
Teacher management of
users/class blogs
Keyword monitoring and
blocking
External security to block
known hackers/spammers
Ability to hide from search
engines
Shibboleth and SSO
integration

e-safe, secure and fully supported

Encouraging

learning conversations
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J2e Infant Tools for

younger learners
J2e Infant Tools, JIT , is a set of online
educational tools specifically designed
for younger learners.
JIT has a colourful and friendly feel which appeals
to reception and KS1.

The simple to use interface enables
children to feel confident as they
learn and encourages them to be
creative.
Each tool builds upon the others and allows a child to progress at
their own pace. As JIT is an online resource and able to integrate with
any learning platform, it is e-safe and children can securely share and
publish their work on the web and access it at school and at home
too. There’s no CD-Rom or network installation to worry about so
teachers can concentrate fully on the children’s projects rather than
ICT infrastructure.

MIX
Mix lets a child blend as many of
the tools as required in a single
piece of work. Framed templates
can be chosen ready for use.
Teachers can select suitable
templates for the ability of a class
or child.

It is not surprising that The London Grid for Learning has adopted JIT as
one of its software resources for London’s schools. As Bob Usher, content
manager at London Grid for Learning points out, "Our investment in the
JIT tools was a direct result of seeing a new product that fully understood
the needs of the intended user. The interface is clear and intuitive; we
particularly liked the way in which saving and retrieving files works for the
younger user. Some of the individual tools really have a broad potential
to be used in a range of contexts. It is the Mix tool that allows a child to
join together their creations that really sparked our interest”.
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Write

Paint

Turtle

Write is a simple to use writing
tool, ideal for simple stories. A
choice of word banks are
available to help support this age
group. Children will enjoy
experimenting with presentation
and style. Coloured backgrounds
can be chosen to aid learning.

Paint is an easy to use creative
tool, children can paint freely with
different sizes and colours. Shapes
and stamps are easily selected as
well as colourful template
backgrounds and pictures from a
picture bank.

Turtle teaches children the initial
concepts of direction and simple
programming. Children can design
their own ‘turtle’ and plan a route
for it to follow. Fantastic nursery
rhyme and adventure templates
are included.

Chart

Pictogram

Animate

Chart gives the simplest
introduction to line, block, pie and
bar charts. Simply mix one or
more chart type on the page. See
the chart change instantly as the
numbers in the table are changed.

A simple and fun introduction to
data handling. Pick from a range
of topics such as favourite fruits,
colours or pets then just click the
buttons to add or take away the
relevant pictures. Draw your own
pictures or select from the picture
bank. Great for whiteboards!

Animate is a tool for creating
simple but exciting animations. It is
a natural progression for children
to draw a character in paint then
use animate to make it dance,
jump, grow or bounce. Children
can their pictures into mini-movies.

E-Safe

learning environment
just2easy brochure 2013.indd 9
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Create your own
animated movies
This exciting product enables children to
produce animated films with stop frame
animation.
Sound is easily recorded and edited using three
tracks, a music and effects library has been created
to enhance any movie production.

J2Spotlight allows children to create
and edit animated movies.
This exciting product enables children to produce animated films with
stop frame animation. Using green screen technology, children can
choose to select a backdrop for each scene. A library of colourful
backgrounds are provided including beautifully drawn pictures,
photographs and videos.
J2Spotlight has built in scripting tools, scripts can be printed for use in
school productions. Scripts and sounds can be recorded and easily
edited. Music and sound effects from the sound library can be added,
giving another dimension to any production.
J2Spotlight can be used in many different ways to support the artistic
development of any child.
With J2Spotlight children can become actors,animators, script writers,
producers and directors. J2Spotlight is an exciting and inspiring tool
for every age and ability.
J2Spotlight integrates fully with both J2e and J2e Infant Tools opening
up many other cross curricular possibilities.
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An educational

voting tool
Opinions are automatically charted
giving a visual representation of the
votes cast.

J2Vote is an online educational voting
tool, ideal for use with a whiteboard.

Vote using mobile devices such as the Nintendo
DSi, PSP, iPhone, iPad as well as any computer
with a browser.

J2Vote enables children to vote on any question set by their teacher or peers. It
allows children to vote using mobile devices such as the Nintendo DSi, PSP,
iPhone, iPad as well as any computer with a browser. There is no need for
expensive single purpose hand held sets.
The childrens' opinions are automatically charted giving a visual representation
of the decisions the group have made. The chart updates dynamically as votes
are cast. It can also help to identify if children need extra help in some areas or
subjects. The colourful interface of J2Vote is designed to appeal to children
across different age ranges which helps them engage with the chosen subject or
topic. Teachers can use J2Vote in conjunction with J2e, this opens a vast cross
curricular opportunity for teaching.

Fully integrated

measuring tool
This tool set has been created to
encourage independent and
collaborative learning.

J2Measure is a comprehensive set of
measuring tools designed to meet the
needs of education.

Ruler, calliper, protractor, angle measurer and
scaling tools. Students can calculate the angle,
length and area of any objects on the screen.

J2Measure integrates seemlessly to create the ultimate measuring tool. The
angle measurer dynamically updates as you change the size and shape of
objects on the page. Scale drawings are easily created with both square and
isometric grids. A custom scale feature allows you to define your own scale for
even more flexibility.
Using the distance and perimeter tools pupils can calculate the length of a
journey or area of a map or aerial photograph.
This tool set has been created to encourage independent and collaborative
learning.

Teaching

excellence
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The possibilities are endless!: children designing
the school website, parent questionnaires online,
home-school communication, homework,
individual/group projects... J2e is very simple, yet
a very powerful learning tool.
Ben Williams, ICT subject leader

What is striking about J2e is the way it has been
designed ... as a cognitive tool - using J2e makes
technology transparent and allows teachers to
concentrate on the learning outcomes and not be
distracted by the technology.
Peter Woodhead, ICT Teacher, German Swiss
International School

JIT: The children have found the various
components intuitive and very easy to use. The
ready made templates have helped develop the
pupils' work and imagination. We have linked
both J2e and JIT to our learning platform (IT's
Learning) and this has enabled the children to
extend and develop their learning beyond the
classroom.
Colin Davidson, ICT co-ordinator

Phone: +44 (0)1335 370579
Fax:
+44 (0)1335 851792
Email: sales@j2e.com

J2e is a catalyst for creativity. J2e is an intuitive
resource, pupils and staff can create impressive
documents within minutes.
John Davies, Learning Futures Adviser, Dudley
Grid for Learning

Children of all ages take to it like ducks to water
using it intuitively from the very start. We can start
a new cohort of children off with a five minute
introduction and leave them to fly from that point
onwards.
Mike Prince, Headteacher, Staveley CE Primary
School

J2e has been the answer to our prayers... The
software is intuitive to use and needs very little
teaching, the children are enthused and
experiment to see what happens.
Barbara Jones, ICT Co-ordinator

J2e has made a significant contribution to raising
standards and has been used in most curriculum
subjects.
Russell Kaye, Teaching & Learning
Co-Ordinator
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